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. . Zanderijweg 12,
6717BM Ede
T. 0318-757900

MAXI JOLLY PLV LED DRIVER 36-74VDC 350-1400MA 50W 124,5X79X22MM € 54,50
Excl. BTW: € 45,04

Afbeeldingen

Beschrijving

Direct current dimmable electronic drivers multivoltage-multicurrent for power LED and LED modules

� IP20 independent driver, for indoor use.
� Multi-power driver supplied with dip-switch for
the selection of the output current.
� Active Power Factor Corrector.
� Light regulation 0-100% by means of PUSH
function or Interface 1...10 V (1...10 Vdc source
with double or reinforced insulation with respect to
AC mains). For regulations see page 104-105.
� Light regulation 0-100% by means of PUSH
function (LOW VOLTAGE):
- a short push to turn on and off;
- a longer push to increase or decrease light
intensity;
- regulation automatically stops at minimum and
maximum values;
- for another on, regulation or off command,
release the push button and give the desired
command again;
- dimming level memory at mains restore.
� Maximum length of the cable, from push button
to last driver, must be max. 15 m.
In case of applications where the cable is longer
than 15 m, keep this separate from the
110-240 Volt mains cable.
� 1...10 V mode enabled only through internal
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jumper removing (see datasheet).
� Synchronization cable supplied separately.
� Max. 10 drivers synchronization, is possible
command only one driver (1Master + 9Slaves).
� ATTENTION: only use normally open push
buttons with no incorporated warning light.
� Class II protection against electric shock
following direct or indirect contact.
� Current regulation ±5% including temperature
variations.
� Input and output terminal blocks on the same
side (terminal area 2,5 mm2).
� Clamping screws on primary and secondary
circuits for cables with diameter:
min. 3 mm - max. 8 mm.
� Driver can be secured with slot for screws.
� Protections:
- against overheating and short circuits;
- against mains voltage spikes;
- against overloads.
� Thermal protection = C.5.a.
�Can be switched on and off on secondary
circuit for power LED.
� Auxiliary output 12 V max. 50 mA.
� Analogical input for thermal sensor connection

Productinformatie

Artikelnummer 123419

Merk TCI
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